Mitochondrial diversity in the populations of *Pediculus humanus capitis* across eastern south of Tehran Province, Iran
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**ABSTRACT.** *Pediculus humanus capitis* is a major obligate and district ecto-parasite of human which is distributed in different parts of the world and is under several research projects for population management and molecular analysis. In this study, one hundred and seventy head lice were collected from school girls at different high schools in five cities in south east of Tehran Province (Iran). They were analyzed using molecular methods for genotyping lice, Cytochrome Oxidase I (COI), for the first time in Iran. The phylogenetic analysis of the concentrated sequences of the head lice populations showed high divergence among the population collected from different cities. However, samples belonged to each city showed high homology with some of the GenBank sequences.
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INTRODUCTION

Head lice, Pediculus humanus capitis De Geer 1767, is an obligatory blood-feeding ectoparasite of humans belonging to Pediculidae which aggregate and feed on the head region of humans, where females attach eggs to the base of hair shafts, are common amongst school-aged children, symptoms including itching and insomnia pose relatively few health risks (Light et al., 2008). Its effects as a serious pest and disease vector justify understanding the variation among different population of head lice in varied part of the world. Variation exists at all levels of biological organization, between and within species, populations and individuals of this pest (Olds, 2013). Molecular techniques have been used for insect species identification and were applied for the biological, evolutionary, phylogenetic, and ecological studies (Sunantaraporn et al., 2015). It has been clear that one hundred and eight million base pairs (Mbp) genome of the body louse, Pediculus humanus corporis L., consisting of 10,775 genes were sequenced (Kirkness et al. 2010). On the other hand, the head louse, Pediculus humanus capitis, has not yet had its genome mapped, but previous work suggests these two organisms diverged from one another approximately 70,000 years ago with the advent of clothing in humans (Kittler et al., 2003).

The current taxonomic position of human lice is unclear, as their description and phylogenetic classification have mostly been based on morphological criteria (Yong et al., 2003). To date, few genes or intergenic sequences have been studied for sucking lice: cytochrome oxidase I (COI) (Leo et al., 2002), cytochrome b (Cytb) (Bouletlis et al., 2015; Page et al., 1998), elongation factor-1α (EF-1α) (Cruickshank et al., 2001), 12S rRNA (Page et al., 2002), 18S rRNA (Johnson et al., 2002), and two internal transcribed sequences (ITS1 and 2) (Leo and Barker, 2002). It should be noticed that collected data regarding diversity and distribution are largely based on studies of sequence variation in two mitochondrial genes, COI and cyt b. Likewise, among these genes, mitochondrial genes have been employed to identify lineages and to analyze patterns of genetic diversity in P. h. capitis, especially COI have demonstrated to be one of the valuable phylogenetic tools for Phthiraptera (Yong et al., 2003). Kittler et al. (2003) investigated molecular evolution in P. humanus capitis with both nuclear (EF-1α, RPII) and mitochondrial (ND4, cyt b) genes. Likewise, Light et al. (2008) investigated the taxonomic status of head lice using the mitochondrial (COI, cyt b, ND4) loci. According to Cognato (2006), COI has been used in 84% of the genetic studies on different orders of Insecta. Mitochondria of P. h. capitis consists of 18 minicircles (Perlman et al., 2015). Head lice are divided into three clades A, B and C which are distributed geographically throughout the world. Boutellis et al. (2015) studied Cytb and MST and found different clades of head lice in Algeria for the first time. The patterns of genetic diversity in Asian and African head lice have seen much less study The current study begins to address this gap by examining sequence diversity in COI for different populations of head lice in Tehran province, Iran, to find any relationships in different populations from rural areas which are under the pest infection.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

One hundred and forty-three adult human lice from five rural areas named Varamin, Pakdasht, Qarchak, Pishva and JavadAbad in eastern south of Tehran Province origins were included in this study. Lice were collected from different infested school girls by local physicians. Samples were identified according to Kakrasulemankhel (2010). Lice were conserved in 95% ethanol at −20°C for further analysis.

The head lice specimens were removed from 95% ethanol by washing with proteinase K buffer, and then each sample was homogenized in 180 µl of lysis buffer LB and 20 µl of proteinase K. The genomic DNA was extracted using a rapid genomic DNA Isolation kit, fast and simple MBST (research Institute, Tehran, Iran) following the manufacturer’s instructions. The extracted head lice DNA was eluted in 50 µl of elution buffer, and the concentration was measured using Nano drop 2000c (Thermo-scientific, USA). The genomic DNA was stored for an extended time at −20°C until the next stage of the investigation. PCR amplification and sequencing were subsequently performed at the MBST, following standard protocol. Amplification of the COI employed the primer pair as below:

CO1-F 5'-GGTCAACAAATCATAAAGATATTGG-3'
CO1-R 5'-TAAACTTCAGGGTGACCAAAAAATCA-3'

The following PCR Master Mix (CinnaGen, Tehran, Iran) were applied to prepare 50 µl DNA extractions: PCR buffer, 10 mM MgCl₂, 0.4 mM F-Primer, 0.4 µM R-Primer, 0.2 µM, dNTPs, 200 mM, Taq, 0.5-2.5 units and DNA, 5 µl. The following conditions were applied: 95°C (1 min); 5 cycles of 95°C (45 sec), 50°C (40 s), 72°C (1 min) and final extension of 72°C (7 min), 37 cycles were applied for 5 cycles of 95°C (45 sec), 50°C (40 s), 72°C (1 min) and final extension of 72°C (7 min), 37 cycles were applied for 5 cycles of 95°C (45 sec), 50°C (40 s),
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72°C (1 min). 5 µl from each elute was analyzed on 1% agarose gel. The extracted DNA was amplified in PCR using primers derived from β-actin. The forward and reverse sequences were assembled, edited and aligned using BioNeer (BioNeer, Corporation, North Korea) and sequenced by ABI PRISM Genetic Analyzer and then translated in MEGA (V6) to verify that they were free of stop codons and gaps and the phylogenetic tree was prepared by Bayesian method (Sunantaraporn et al. 2015).

Phylogenetic tree was constructed by MEGA 6.06 through neighbor joining. Then, all sequences generated in this study were deposited in GenBank under accession numbers as below:

LC085318 55f204ea55d698df120022b5.ped1 Pakdasht  
LC085319 55f204ea55d698df120022b5.ped2 Qarehchak  
LC085320 55f204ea55d698df120022b5.ped3 Pishva  
LC085321 55f204ea55d698df120022b5.ped4 Varamin  
LC085322 55f204ea55d698df120022b5.ped5 Javadabad

*COI* sequences obtained in this study were combined with those for head lice from GenBank to generate a global dataset to examine populations diversity in *P. h. capitis* in the studied area and again the phylogenetic tree was reconstructed to find out the similarity among the samples obtained in this study and the previous records on GenBank.

**RESULTS**

Molecular data from the mitochondrial *COI* gene were collected from 170 head lice and 560 base pairs were used for molecular analysis. For recognizing the phylogenetic relationship among the study samples, phylogenetic tree was constructed by MEGA 6.06 through neighbor joining and Clustalw algorithm. The results are represented in Figure 1. As it can be seen, the populations of five locations belonged to three distinct groups. The first group combined samples obtained from Varamin, Javad Abd by the bootstrap of 74. The second group consisted of populations belonging to Pishva and Qarchak with bootstrap of 60. And samples from Pakdasht showed low lineage to the other collected samples. As it can be seen, although the collected samples belonged to the same species, but some diversity in *COI* sequencing led them to different categories by varied similarities.

**Figure 1.** Phylogenetic tree of the head lice collected in the study based on *COI* sequences.

Again, phylogenetic tree was reconstructed in combination with louse sample sequences available in GenBank (Figure 2). As it can be seen, all the collected samples were belonged to the known species *Pediculus humanus capitis*, but there were some differences in *COI* sequences among the samples from different locations which led to different bootstrap and lineage with samples recorded in GenBank from other part of the world. And the results in the phylogenetic trees (Figure 2) seems more complicated than the first grouping of the head lice in the study. As it can be seen mtDNA *COI* coding of samples from Varamin showed lineage with one record of *P. humanus corporis* (accession number: KC867684, Australia). However, it showed lineage with *P. humanus capitis* *COI* gene from Thailand (accession numbers: KP143345, KP 143256, KP133497, KP143329 and KP143358), too. Samples from Javadabad showed close similarity with the United States (accession number: EU493433, clade A) and the United Kingdom (Accession number: AY695979) and as an out group sample showed similarities with Thailand samples (accession numbers: KP143495, KP 143494 and KP143268). Again samples from Pakdasht showed lineage with the records from Thailand (accession numbers: KP143505 and KP143424) with bootstrap of 98. Finally samples from Pishva confirmed very close lineage with the records from different parts of the United States (accession number: EU493416, clade B; EU493447, clade B) and the United Kingdom (Accession number: AY316750).
DISCUSSION

The genus *Pediculus* is currently recognized as including just one species in two sister isolates, *P. humanus capitis* and *P. humanus corporis* in Iran. Regional previous studies have been focused on the species distribution throughout the country and this study can be considered as the one of the premium genomic identification report of *Pediculu humanus* from Iran. Kittler et al. (2003) studied genetic divergence between head and body lice distribution based on different nucleotide sequences including COI in 40 head lice from 12 countries which included Iran, too. Their study showed that in some countries such as Iran, Germany, Ethiopia, Philippine, Laos and Ecuador, there was high similarities between *P. humanus capitis* and *Pediculus humanus corporis*; so it was concluded that the topology of their phylogenetic tree indicated that body lice originated from head lice. This conclusion is justified by the results of this paper which showed sampled from Varamin had similarities and same origin with body lice. Leo and Barker (2005) isolated DNA from one head loos from Iran and their study showed the divergence of head and body lice in different countries including Iran. The results of this study showed high diversity among the samples collected from five cities of Tehran province according to COI sequences. Previously Ashfaq et al. (2015) demonstrated that there is 10% probability of diversity in COI sequence among the head lice samples collected from different part of the world.

Human lice have been classified based on mitochondrial DNA into three phylogenetic clades (Raoult et al. 2008). Veracx et al. (2013) by studying different population of head lice in Africa belonging to the three clades of A, B and C found out that clades A and B are sisters and the differences between them could not be significantly important. The same study insisted on the relevancy of Clades A and B in North America. 

![Figure 2. Phylogenetic tree in combination with louse sample sequences in GenBank](image-url)
et al. (2013) reported that each clade has a unique geographical distribution: Clade A can be found worldwide, while clade B can be found in North America, Central America, Europe, Australia (Raoult et al. 2008) and Algeria (Boutellis et al., 2015), and clade C can be found in Nepal (Reed et al. 2004), Ethiopia (Angelakis et al., 2011) and Senegal (Boutellis et al., 2012). Globalization could be the main reason for the spread distribution of head lice in all parts of the world (Boutellis et al., 2013). The presence of deeply divergent mitochondrial clades is possibly the result of retained ancestral polymorphism, multiple colonization events of lice on their modern human hosts from now extinct archaic hominids (Creer et al., 2001; Reed et al., 2004), and/or multiple modern human and parasite migration events (Arau’jo et al., 2008), or a combination. Ashfaq et al. (2015) added two new clades, D and E to the previous classifications according to their origin which totally have maximum divergences of 10.3% at COI and. Ashfaq et al. (2015) showed that previous clade classification of head lice throughout the world is not recently supported and early human migration patterns does not justifies the present distribution of Pediculus humanus caldes, as they reported clade B from new origin of Africa and their interpretation justifies our results.

According to the result of the present study, samples collected from Pishva showed high similarity with GenBank records from United States which belonged to clade B. However as it is needed to have the result of Cytb for clade identification, it cannot be easily concluded that Pishva samples are belonged clade B based on the the similarities among COI gene among the Iranian samples and records on GeneBank. There is a great opportunity to investigate on the clade distribution of the Iranian samples.

The phylogeny shows that Pediculus species on chimpanzees and humans are sisters, which form a clade with Phthirus that is sister to Pedicinus, the most basal member of Phthiraptera. Bootstrap support for these relationships is high (Boutellis et al., 2015; Reed et al., 2004) which can justifies the high bootstrap of the collected samples from Varanin with the GeneBank recorded data for the body louse, P. humanus corporis. Recently, it was concluded that human head and body lice are two ectotypes of lice that have identical genomic content but different in gene expression patterns that result in different phenotypes (Veracx and Raoult 2012); which would explain the result obtained for samples from Varanin. Reed (2004) reported that two clades of head lice are more common than the third one and these two clades have the same recent ancestor 0.54 million years ago. According to Li et al. (2010), phylogenetic organizations of head and body lice based on each of the four intergenic spacers which led to 96 genotypes in 97 samples of head lice support the hypothesis that head lice were grouped with body lice in the same clusters or sub-clusters which supports the high diversity of COI sequencing in the present study

CONCLUSION

The main aim of this study was to identify COI sequences in Pediculus humanus capitis from samples collected from different cities in Tehran which has not been studies previously and this report could be considered as the first regional study based in Iran on COI diversity in head lice. As it can be seen in the phylogenetic tree, the origin of the collected samples showed high diversity. On the other hand, although clade identification was not the aim of the study, surprisingly the obtained results showed the clade similarities of the collected samples with the recorded sequences in GenBank which led us to investigate further studies based on the clade identification of the collected samples. Although the present results admitted the effect of human geographical migration affect on the distribution of the head lice clades. Additional studies on other mitochondrial genes especially Cytb are needed to confirm the obtained data in this paper and also to admit the presence of head lice clade B in Iran.
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